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Abstract: This study proposes a state observer based sensorless controller using the Lyapunov’s direct method for boost
converters. The proposed controller derived from the Lyapunov method considers a large-signal model and the non-linearity
of the boost converter, which allows accurate output tracking performance and stability. In addition, a state observer is
constructed to estimate the inductor current using an output voltage, an input voltage and a switch control signal. The
developed observer enables the proposed controller to be realised with no current sensor for the inductor current, and results
in a low cost as well as reliable system free from the noise problem associated with the sensor. The non-linear controller
incorporated into the observer is designed with appropriate observer gains determined by linear matrix inequalities.
Experimental results are presented to verify the stable operation and output tracking capability for large-signal transients of
the proposed sensorless controller based on the Lyapunov method.
1 Introduction

Boost converters have been widely used in various fields
such as power conditioning systems with renewable energy
sources [1–3], power factor corrections [4–6] and hybrid
electric vehicle systems [7, 8]. The feedback-based output
voltage control of the boost converter has been considered
as one of the most important research areas because
accurate voltage regulation with stability under transient
conditions is a prerequisite for most applications.
Proportional–integral (PI) control methods based on
linearised small-signal models in state-space have been
widely employed, in which system stability is guaranteed
despite of small perturbations at equilibrium points of
states. In general, the PI controllers for the boost converter
are configured with an outer voltage control loop and an
inner current control loop [9–12]. Although the
current-mode controllers based on the small-signal models
have been popularly employed, the converter with duty
cycles over 50% can result in the subharmonic instability
when exposed to small-signal disturbance [13]. Control
methods using external slope-compensating ramps and
predictive current controllers with different modulation
techniques have been investigated to solve the subharmonic
instability [14]. In addition, large-signal perturbations can
substantially derail the tracking response of the converters
from the desired values [15, 16]. In order to improve
stability of systems with large-signal perturbations, the
passivity-based controllers for the boost converter was,
through an energy reshaping process, proposed with
damping injection [17]. The passivity-based controllers
combined with the adaptive control and the sliding mode
control have been presented for the boost converters [18,
19]. In addition, the tuning problem for control parameters
used for the non-linear passivity-based controllers was
addressed [20]. As a part of passivity-based control
method, the Lyapunov stability theory has been recently
studied to consider intrinsic non-linearity of the dc–dc
converters [21–24]. Non-linear control laws derived from
Lyapunov’s direct method have been proposed for several
dc–dc converters such as the buck–boost, boost, Ćuk, buck
and multiple-input dc–dc converters [21–23]. The
Lyapunov-based controllers exhibit superior output tracking
performance and stability over the small-signal-based PI
control methods under transient conditions with large-signal
perturbations. In addition to the stability issues of the boost
converters with large-signal perturbations, sensorless
control methods without an inductor current measurement
have been proposed to realise low-cost and reliable boost
converters. The conventional peak current-mode control
method has the disadvantage which is easy to be exposed
to the noise from the current sensing process, because the
switching occurs at the peak of inductor current. Even if
average current-mode control can help to improve the noise
robustness, it also needs the Hall effect-based current
sensor which is much more expensive than the resistive
sensing. In addition, if the dc–dc converter has to supply
power in wide load range, the noise performance can be
worse while current sensing is carried out in the entire
range [25]. A technique for estimating the inductor current
using analogue circuits was developed by integrating the
inductor voltage, which is obtained from the input/output
voltage and switching signals [25]. Furthermore, an
estimator for the inductor current was implemented in a
digital platform by integrating the inductor voltage using a
counter [26].
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In this paper, a state observer based sensorless controller

using Lyapunov’s direct method is proposed for boost
converters. A state observer based on the state model of the
boost converter is developed to estimate the inductor
current using the output voltage, input voltage and switch
control signal. The developed state observer enables the
realisation of the proposed control system without a current
sensor for the inductor current, which results in low cost as
well as a reliable system free from the noise problem
associated with the sensor, even if the load range of a
converter is wide. By considering the non-linearity of the
boost converter, the proposed non-linear controller with the
observer is designed based on the large-signal model. Thus,
accurate output voltage regulation and virtually global
stability under transients with large-signal variations are
obtained in the proposed control system. In order to achieve
appropriate gains for the state observer, this paper utilises
the linear matrix inequality (LMI) approach [27–32].
Experimental results are presented to verify the proposed
Lyapunov-based controller with the state observer.

2 System dynamic modelling and problem
statement

The boost converter is shown in Fig. 1. The input source
energy is transferred to the inductor when the switch is
turned on. When the switch is off, the input energy, along
with the stored inductor energy, is delivered to the output
load to obtain the desired output voltage higher than the
input voltage.
The dc–dc boost converter based on the switching

operation is expressed by the time-averaged state-space
large-signal model as [33]

V̇ o = − 1

RC
Vo +

1

C
(1− u)iL (1)

i̇L = 1

L
Vs −

1

L
(1− u)Vo (2)

where Vo, Vs and iL represent the average output voltage, the
input voltage and the average inductor current during the
switching period, respectively. In addition, R, C and L are
the load resistance, output capacitance and input
inductance, respectively. The continuous duty ratio of the
switch is denoted by u, which is confined in 0≤ u≤ 1.
From this model, the time-averaged dynamics can be
controlled by the continuous duty ratio u, obtained from the
controller. The averaged state-space large-signal model in
(1) and (2) is then rewritten as

ẋ = Ax+ Bxu+ G

y = Hx
(3)
Fig. 1 DC–DC boost converter topology
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where x = [Vo, iL]
T, y = Vo
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The boost converter should be operated in a manner such that
the system state matrix x with the output voltage and the
inductor current track the reference matrix xd = [Vref, iref]

T,
where Vref and iref are the reference values of the output
voltage and inductor current, respectively. The output
reference voltage Vref is determined with the desired
transient dynamics by the state response of the first-order
low-pass filter as

V̇ ref = wd(Vcmd − Vref ) (4)

where Vcmd is the command dc output voltage and wd is a
constant for the desired transient dynamics of the reference
voltage Vref. In order to avoid a sharp voltage command, a
first-order low-pass filter is used as the reference model to
smooth the desired voltage command. A larger wd forces
the reference output voltage Vref to rapidly reach the dc
command voltage Vcmd at the expense of possible
overshoot, whereas all the other signals remain bounded.
Based on the system dynamic model of the boost converter,
the controller should be designed in such a way that the
output voltage follows the desired value with fast transient
responses. Moreover, the controller ensures that the boost
converter operates under stable conditions, although the
boost converter is exposed to large external perturbations
such as the step change in the load and the input voltage.

3 Proposed Lyapunov-based non-linear
controller with state observer

The overall block diagram of the proposed Lyapunov-based
non-linear controller with the state observer is shown in
Fig. 2. In the proposed sensorless controller, the observer is
designed for accurate estimation of the inductor current iL
using the output voltage Vo, input voltage Vs and duty cycle
u. The developed observer in the control system can realise
the control system without any current sensor and the
associated circuitry for inductor current measurement. The
output voltage and the input voltage are measured by using
the voltage diving of two resistances, and converted to
digital signal in the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) block.
A voltage control error is generated between the reference

voltage Vref and the estimated output voltage. The inductor
reference current iref, obtained by using the PI controller
with voltage error ev, is compared with the estimated
inductor current from the observer to generate the current
control error ei. The non-linear controller generates the duty
ratio u for the switch on the basis of the voltage and current
control error ev and ei. To ensure stability of the entire
control system including the state observer, the gains for the
observer are determined by solving the inequalities obtained
from Lyapunov stability theory using the LMI, taking into
consideration the system parameters. Finally, the duty ratio
is converted to a switching pulse q using a digital
IET Power Electron., 2015, Vol. 8, Iss. 1, pp. 11–19
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the proposed sensorless non-linear control
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pulsewidth modulated (DPWM) block, which compares the
high-frequency triangle counter and the duty ratio.

3.1 Observer model design

The state observer is designed to estimate the states of the
model, which enables the proposed control system to be
realised with no inductor current measurement. The
estimated state x̂ = [V̂o, îL]

T is obtained by the state
observer, in which the dynamics of the averaged state-space
model should behave similar to those of the real model in
(3). The observer error between the real and the estimated
states is defined as x̃ = x− x̂. The proposed observer is
represented as

˙̂x = Ax̂+ Bx̂u+ G + F(y− ŷ)

ŷ = Hx̂
(5)

where ˙̂x = [ ˙̂V o,
˙̂iL]

T, ŷ = V̂o and F = [Fv, Fi]T denotes an
observer gain matrix. These gains for assuring the stability
are chosen by analysing stability of the proposed
closed-loop system, which will be presented in Section 3.3.

3.2 Controller design

As shown in Fig. 2, the voltage and current control errors
between the reference and the estimated values are
represented by defining the control error matrix as e = [ev ei]

T

e = ev
ei

[ ]
= V̂o − Vref

îL − iref

[ ]
(6)

The inductor reference current determined by using the PI
controller is expressed as iref = −(kPev + kI

�
evdt), where

kP and kI are given positive constants. The derivative of the
control error with respect to time can be represented as
follows using (5)

ė = ˙̂x− ẋd = Ax̂+ Bx̂u+ G + F(y− ŷ)− ẋd (7)
IET Power Electron., 2015, Vol. 8, Iss. 1, pp. 11–19
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Using the observer model in (5), the proposed controller is
determined to stabilise (7) as

u = (bTb)−1bT(− Ke− Axd − G − F(y− ŷ)+ ẋd) (8)

where b = Bx̂, the pseudoinverse term (bTb)−1bT is used and
K is a positive definite control gain matrix given as K = diag
{kv, ki}. The control gain matrix K is chosen by considering
the stability of the system, in the following Section 3.3.
3.3 Stability analysis

Lyapunov’s direct method is employed to ensure stability of
the controlled system.

Theorem 1: : In the proposed sensorless controller with the
observer in (5) and the control law in (8), both the observer
and control errors converge to zero, and thus, the controlled
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable.

Proof: From (3) and (5), the observer error dynamic is
expressed as

˙̃x = (A− FH)x̃+ Bx̃u (9)

Using (7) and (8), the control error dynamic of the entire
control system is represented as

ė = (A− K)e (10)

A positive definite Lyapunov candidate function, considering
both the observer error and the controller error, can be chosen
as

V = x̃TPx̃+ eTe (11)

where P [ <2x2 is a positive definite matrix. The time
derivative of the Lyapunov function V is expressed as
13
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follows using (9) and (10)

V̇ = x̃TP ˙̃x+ ˙̃x
T
Px̃+ eTė+ ėTe

= x̃T(P(A− FH)+ (A− FH)TP)x̃

+ 2x̃TPBx̃u+ 2eT(A− K)e , 0 (12)

From the inequality (1/r) · x̃TPBBTPx̃− 2x̃TPBx̃u+
ru2x̃Tx̃ ≥ 0 and 0≤ u≤ 1, the second term on the
right-hand side of (12) can be

2x̃TPBx̃u ≤ 1

r
x̃TPBBTPx̃+ ru2x̃Tx̃

≤ 1

r
x̃TPBBTPx̃+ rx̃Tx̃

(13)

where ρ is a positive constant. The derivative of the Lyapunov
function in (12) can be, using (13), expressed without the duty
cycle u as

V̇ = x̃T P(A− FH )+ (A− FH)TP + 1

r
PBBTP + rI

( )
x̃

[ ]

+ 2eT(A− K)e
[ ]

, 0

(14)

where I [ <2x2 is an identity matrix. □

To make the derivative of the Lyapunov function negative
definite, both terms with the square bracket in (14) should
be negative, respectively. The observer gain matrix F and
the controller gain matrix K are designed in such a way that
the respective term with the square bracket in (14) is
negative. The former term with the square bracket in (14)
becomes negative in the case when the following inequality
is satisfied

P(A− FH)+ (A− FH)TP + 1

r
PBBTP + rI , −Q (15)

where Q [ <2x2 is the positive definite matrix. Therefore the
Fig. 3 Digital implementation of the proposed controller
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observer gain matrix F can be determined in such a way to
satisfy the condition represented as (15).

Remark 1: (Computation of F): By employing the Schur
complement, the non-LMI of (15) is transformed into a
LMI form as [34]

PA+ ATP − ZH −HTZT + rI + Q P
P rBBT

[ ]
, 0 (16)

where matrix Z = PF.

Although there are no special guidelines for selecting the
positive constant ρ, using a considerably high ρ can result
in reduced dimensions of the LMIs and more feasible LMIs
to obtain the matrix F in (15). With a very high ρ, the
inequality (15) can be represented, because the third term of
(15) becomes negligible, as

P(A− FH)+ (A− FH)TP = −�Q , −(Q+ rI) (17)

where, �Q is a positive definite matrix satisfying �Q . Q+ rI
independent of P. After selecting the positive constant ρ, the
matrices P, Q and Z are found by solving the LMIs [35]. As
a result, the observer gain matrix F is determined from F =
P −1Z.
In order to make the latter square bracket term, 2eT(A−K)

e, in (14) negative, the control gain matrix K is chosen so that
the matrix A−K becomes a Hurwitz matrix, which implies
that all its eigenvalues are strictly located in the left
half-plane [36]. Thus, the constants kv and ki of the
controller gain matrix K are determined as

4

LC
,

3

4
· kv + ki +

1

RC

( )2

+ki · kv +
1

RC

( )
(18)

With the observer gain matrix and the controller gain matrix K
to guarantee the negative definite derivative of the Lyapunov
function in (14), it can be concluded that the observer and
control errors converge to zero as time increases. As a
result, the boost converter system with the proposed
sensorless controller using the observer is asymptotically
stable.
IET Power Electron., 2015, Vol. 8, Iss. 1, pp. 11–19
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Table 1 Experimental parameters for the boost converter
controlled by the proposed controller

Experimental parameter Value

input voltage (Vs) 30 V
output reference dc voltage (Vcmd) 75 V
switching frequency ( fsw) 50 kHz
input inductor (L) 587.4 μH
output capacitor (C ) 490 μF
load (R) 100 Ω
observer voltage gain (Fv) 4879.5
observer current gain (Fi) 3001.1
controller voltage gain (kv) 1
controller current gain (ki) 2275
P gain of PI controller (kP) 0.016
I gain of PI controller (kI) 14.912
reference model parameter (wd) 700
constant (ρ) 10 832 × 105

Fig. 4 Experiment set of prototype dc–dc boost converter with the
proposed controller
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4 Experimental results

The proposed sensorless-non-linear controller for the boost
converter was tested by experiments to verify its tracking
capability and stability during large-signal transient
conditions. Digital controller of the proposed control
algorithm was implemented based on the platform of the
average current-mode control [9, 13]. Fig. 3 shows that the
digital implementation of the proposed controller by using
the DPWM and ADC in the digital signal processor (DSP).
The proposed non-linear controller generates the duty ratio
u[n] in each switching period by using the voltage and the
current tracking errors, ev [n–1] and ei [n–1]. At every
switching period, the counter produces interrupting signals
to trigger the ADC block for the analogue to digital
conversion of the output voltage. The leading triangle
counter with the average current mode was used in this
experiment to assure the stability for the entire values of the
duty cycle [13]. The switching pulse q is generated by
comparing the duty ratio with the counter vc, and
transmitted to the gate driver.
In this paper, a converter is designated to be applied to an

application of the fuel cell generation as referred [37]. In order
to show the design consideration, the circuit parameters,
input/output conditions and gains used for the experiments
Fig. 5 Results of the simulation and the experiment

a Simulation results
b Experiment results for verifying states estimation: ① voltage estimation error eve
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are specified in Table 1. By selecting 0.02 V and 620 mA
for the output voltage ripple and inductor current ripple,
respectively, inductor and output capacitor are determined
with L = 587.4 μH and capacitor C = 490 μF with
specifications of Vs = 30 V, Vref = 75 V, fsw = 50 kHz and
load variations between 80 and 150 Ω [38].
A prototype of the boost converter was fabricated, as

shown in Fig. 4, with an International Rectifier power metal
oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET)
(IRFP22N60 K) with 600 V/22 A, a Sanken electric diode
(FMG-22S) and an optocoupler (HCPL-3140) as the gate
drivers. In addition, the proposed controller was
implemented with a Texas Instrument DSP
TMS320F28335. The PI gains were selected to obtain the
inductor current reference iref. The observer gains Fv and Fi

were determined in (16) by using chosen ρ = 10 832 × 105

and the LMI tool in MATLAB. The controller gains in
matrix K were set in such a way that (4/LC) < 0.75·[kv + ki +
(1/RC)]2 + ki·[kv + (1/RC)] for obtaining a Hurwitz matrix (A–
K) in (14), which implies stable conditions. A simple PI
= (Vo − V̂o) and ② current estimation error eie = (IL − ÎL)

15
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Fig. 6 Experimental results for condition 1

a Voltage response Vo, Vref and voltage tracking error (Vo – Vref)
b Duty ratio u, voltage control error ev and current control error ei

www.ietdl.org
controller was used for deciding the desired inductor current
reference from the voltage tracking error ev, where the
transient performance and the stability margin depend on
the gains of the PI controller [39]. Fig. 5 shows the results
of the simulation and the experiment to verify the accuracy
of states estimation. Fig. 5a is simulation result, where
voltage and current estimation error is defined as eve and
evi, respectively. When the estimation starts in the observer,
there are instant errors of voltage and current estimation
which are quickly decreased to zero during the estimation
process. Results of the estimation in the experiment shown
in Fig. 5b seem to be similar with the simulation results,
but the experimental results have noticeable noise which is
generated in the digital to analogue (DAC) converting
process. The DAC process is implemented to show the
estimation result in the DSP as an analogue signal.
The experimental results to demonstrate the stability of the

proposed sensorless-non-linear controller are shown under
transient conditions specified as follows:

Condition 1: Startup transient and step change in the reference
voltage Vref between 75 and 70 V.
Condition 2: Startup transient and step change in the reference
voltage Vref between 75 and 80 V.
Condition 3: Step change in the input voltage Vs between 30
and 25 V.
Condition 4: Step change in the input voltage Vs between 30
and 35 V.
Condition 5: Step change in the load R between 100 and 150
Ω; the load current varies from 750 to 500 mA.
Condition 6: Step change in the load R between 100 and 80
Ω; the load current varies from 750 to 938 mA.
Fig. 7 Experimental results for condition 2

a Voltage response Vo, Vref and voltage tracking error (Vo – Vref)
b Duty ratio u, voltage control error ev and current control error ei
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Figs. 6 and 7 show the experimental results for conditions 1
and 2, respectively. From Figs. 6a and 7a, it is seen that the
output voltages trace their reference, and the voltage
tracking errors become zero within 56 ms after the start-up
transient and within 50 ms after the step change in the
reference voltage. The proposed controller creates a duty
ratio so that the control errors diminish after the transient
conditions, as shown in Figs. 6b and 7b. Therefore the
boost converter controlled by the proposed controller can
achieve output voltage tracking capability with no serious
overshoot and no long settling time for startup and
reference voltage transients.
The step changes in the input voltage for conditions 3 and 4

are tested (Figs. 8 and 9), where the input voltage undergoes a
change of typically 17% of the nominal value. In Figs. 8a and
9a, the output voltage and tracking error show that the
converter controlled by the proposed control algorithm has
good output voltage tracking performance with stable
operation for varying input voltage conditions. The output
voltage is regulated for stable operation with only a
temporary increase in the control errors, as shown in
Figs. 8b and 9b.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the performance of the boost

converter operated by the proposed controller for step
changes in the load for conditions 5 and 6, respectively. It
results in the load current variation, respectively, from 750
to 500 mA in the condition 5 and from 750 to 938 mA in
the condition 6. In Figs. 10a and 11a, the output voltage
responses show that the output voltage with respect to each
of the conditions slightly increases or decreases with the
step change in the load current during the load transient;
IET Power Electron., 2015, Vol. 8, Iss. 1, pp. 11–19
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Fig. 8 Experimental results for condition 3

a Voltage response Vo, Vref, input voltage Vs and voltage tracking error (Vo – Vref)
b Duty ratio u, voltage control error ev and current control error ei

Fig. 9 Experimental results for condition 4

a Voltage response Vo, Vref, input voltage Vs and voltage tracking error (Vo – Vref)
b Duty ratio u, voltage control error ev and current control error ei

Fig. 10 Experimental results for condition 5

a Voltage response Vo, Vref, load current Io and voltage tracking error (Vo–Vref)
b Duty ratio u, voltage control error ev and current control error ei
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however, it immediately converges to the desired output
voltage. Moreover, ev and ei also drop to zero.
This paper compares the proposed state observer based

sensorless-non-linear controller with the conventional PI
controller, in terms of the mean-square error (MSE), the
peak overshoot, the settling time and the recovery time. The
MSE defined as (19) is employed to compare the output
voltage tracking capability [37]

MSE = 1

T

∑T
n=1

e2v (n) (19)
IET Power Electron., 2015, Vol. 8, Iss. 1, pp. 11–19
doi: 10.1049/iet-pel.2013.0920
where n and T is the sampling point and the total number of
the sampling points, respectively.
The comparison results for the start-up and the reference

voltage changes are summarised in Table 2. The settling time
in this comparison is defined as 2% error band of a
steady-state value of the output voltage. The MSEs resulted
from the proposed controller is reduced by over 26% in
comparison with the conventional PI controller, as shown in
Table 2, which implies that the voltage tracking capability of
the proposed method is considerably improved. Furthermore,
the boost converter operated with the proposed controller
shows no overshoot under the start-up and reference voltage
17
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Fig. 11 Experimental results for condition 6

a Voltage response Vo, Vref, load current Io and voltage tracking error (Vo – Vref)
b Duty ratio u, voltage control error ev and current control error ei

Table 2 Performance comparisons of the proposed controller and the conventional PI controller in the conditions 1 and 2

Performances

Test
conditions

MSE Overshoot, V Settling time, ms

Proposed PI Proposed PI Proposed PI

Start-up Vref step
change

Start-up Vref step
change

Start-up Vref step
change

Start-up Vref step
change

condition 1 0.886 1.200 no
overshoot

1.1 2.3 2.2 14.0 6.0 14.8 6.6

condition 2 0.891 1.212 no
overshoot

1.2 2.4 2.3 14.0 6.2 14.8 7.3

Table 3 Performance comparisons of the proposed controller and the conventional PI controller in the conditions from 3 to 6

Performances

Test conditions MSE Overshoot, V Recovery time, ms

Proposed PI Proposed PI Proposed PI

condition 3 0.611 0.612 2.431 2.436 83.2 83.6
condition 4 0.571 0.573 2.203 2.209 83.6 84.2
condition 5 0.434 0.625 1.303 2.061 80.3 157.4
condition 6 0.427 0.587 1.123 1.724 28 95.1

www.ietdl.org
transient. With regards of the settling time, the proposed
controller is slightly faster than the PI controller.
Table 3 illustrates the performance comparisons with step

changes of the input voltage and the load, where the
recovery time is utilised to compare how fast the output
voltage traces its reference under step changes of the input
voltage and the load. It is seen that while it leads to slightly
better performance for the step change of the input voltage,
the proposed controller yields superior results in comparison
with the conventional method with the load-step change. The
proposed method shows 27 and 34% reduction in the MSE
and the peak overshoot under the step changes of the load,
respectively. Moreover, the output voltage faster traces the
reference by 48% with the load-step change, compared with
the conventional PI controller.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a sensorless controller with a state observer
has been proposed using Lyapunov’s direct method for
18
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boost converters. The proposed controller was designed
with large-signal model stability on the basis of
the Lyapunov stability theorem to obtain output voltage
tracking capability with large-signal stability for
large-signal perturbations. In addition, a state observer was
constructed to estimate the inductor current using the output
voltage, input voltage and switch control signal. The
experimental results verified the stable operation and
output tracking capability of the proposed sensorless
controller for large-signal transients based on the Lyapunov
method.
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